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Symmetry-reversals in chiral active matter†
Marcel Workamp,a Gustavo Ramirez,b,c Karen E. Danielsc and Joshua A. Dijksmana

We perform experiments on an active granular material composed of individually-driven, spinning
disks confined within a circular arena. Small bumps at the outer edges of the disks provide a
variable amount of interparticle coupling in the form of geometric friction. The disks each spin
counter-clockwise, but undergo a transition in their collective circulation around the center of the
arena, from a clockwise orbit to a counter-clockwise orbit, as a function of packing fraction φ . We
identify that, unlike for vibrated granular gases, the particles’ velocity distributions are Gaussian
over a large range of φ . By fitting the speed distribution to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, we
identify a temperature-like parameter which is a universal function of φ ; this parameter is also
equal to the mean translational energy of the particles. We quantify the collective circulation via
its solid-body-like rotation rate, and find that this is a universal function centered around a critical
packing fraction. In addition, the ratio of orbital kinetic energy to spin kinetic energy is also a
universal function for non-zero geometric friction. These findings highlight the important role of
both the type of driving and the interparticle interactions (here, geometric friction) in controlling
the collective behavior of active granular systems.

1 Introduction
In nature, individually-driven particles commonly display complex collective phenomena, ranging from tiny microtubule assemblies to giant schools of fish and bird flocks. Both the driving
mechanism and the inter-particle interactions are known to play
important roles in determining how correlated motions arise in
active matter 1–8 , but it remains an open question how to exploit
these control parameters to develop new materials and devices
with functionalities absent in passive matter 9–11 .
Motivated by biological systems, studies of the origins of collective motion have often been on self-propelled particles rather than
self-spinning particles. A key difference is that spinning particles
are fundamentally chiral rather than anisotropic, and therefore
present an interesting contrast. Simulations of active-spinner particles display interesting collective phenomena such as reversal of
the forces between active particles in a passive medium 12 , as well
as complex phase behavior 13–15 . In experiments with colloids,
spinners driven by magnetic fields can generate chaotic fluid flow
reminiscent of turbulence 16 , while electric fields can be used to
assemble Janus particles into rotating pinwheels which may syn-
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chronize their rotation direction 17 .
Active spinning may also be achieved in vibrated granular materials 18–22 , through the use of asymmetric particles driven by
the shaking of a quasi-two-dimensional container. These studies have demonstrated that spinning particles display some key
thermal-like properties, since the translational degrees of freedom are no longer actively- or boundary-driven: the particles only
acquire translational momentum through either collisions or hydrodynamic interactions.
It is important to contrast active systems with ordinary granular gases, 23,24 in which energy is strongly injected at the boundary/system scale rather than at the particle scale. Granular gases
may display collective phenomena, such as clustering 24–26 and giant number fluctuations 27 . While all granular gases are strongly
non-equilibrium due to combined effects of driving and dissipation, they nonetheless display many features of molecular gases,
such as Brownian motion 28 and equipartition of kinetic energy
among the available degrees of freedom 29 . However, in contrast
to molecular gases, the velocity distribution in granular gases is
typically not a Gaussian. Instead, high energy tails are usually
observed, with distributions that instead fall off either exponen3
tially or as as P(v) ∼ exp(−v 2 ) (see Ref. 30–33 ), in agreement with
kinetic theory of granular gases 34 . Because the particles in a typical granular gas obtain their momentum from the boundaries, one
may expect the structure of these boundaries to influence the distribution. Indeed, when rough boundaries are used, the transfer
and randomization of linear momentum is more effective than for
smooth boundaries, and the velocity distributions may approach
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Fig. 1 (a-d) Top view of the particles, which spin in a counter-clockwise
(CCW) direction due to air pushed outward through each of three channels. The main disk diameter is 15.5 mm, the diameter of the hole in the
bottom is 5.6 mm, and the diameter of the disks that make up the bumps
is 4 mm. From (a) to (d), the amount the bumps protrude from the main
circle is l = 0, 1, 2, and 3.25 mm respectively. (e) Photo of a 3D-printed
particle with l = 2 mm. Black and red labels are used to facilitate tracking
of particle position and orientation. (f) Video still from an experimental
video, showing the hole pattern in the air table surface.

a Gaussian 35 .
In this paper, we experimentally investigate the mechanics of
an active granular material, from the gas phase through to an
orbiting-solid phase, and finally a transition to dynamic arrest due
to crowding. In contrast to the granular gases with asymmetric
particles described in References 18,20,21 , our particles are driven
at the particle scale: each particle experiences a continuous, finite torque by drawing energy from an air flow. However, the interparticle interactions remain typical of granular materials, with
frictional contacts and inelastic collisions. Inspired by numerical
simulations from Nguyen et al. 13 , we 3D-print disks with protruding peripheral bumps to provide the particles with a tunable
geometric friction (see Fig. 1). These chiral airfoil particles are
levitated on an air table to eliminate friction with the base. Each
particle has a hole in the center of its base, through which air from
the table enters. This air exits the particles through three channels aimed to provide the particle with a finite, constant torque.
Thus, like the particles presented in the accompanying paper by
Farhadi et al. 36 , they draw their activity from the same air flow
that levitates them.
Our experiments are performed on systems containing a variable number of counter-clockwise (CCW) spinning particles contained within a fixed circular arena. At low packing fraction φ , at
which the particles are largely non-interacting, the average translational motion of the particles is in the clockwise (CW) direction
with respect to the center of the arena. Above a critical packing
fraction φc , a collective mode develops in which solid-body orbital motion occurs in a CCW direction. This symmetry-reversal
arises through interparticle-interactions coupling the particles’ rotational and translational degrees of freedom, and the value of φc
is therefore found to be dependent on the bump size l.
2|
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These findings are supplemented by an examination of the underlying thermal-like nature of the system. For fixed l and varying
packing fraction φ , we find that the velocity distributions of the
individual particles is approximately Gaussian over a large range
of φ , and can be well-described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of speeds. We find that the thermal energy measured by
fitting these distributions is a universal function of φ for non-zero
l, and is equal to the translational kinetic energy of the particles.
While this suggests that the tools of statistical physics would work
over a large range of φ , there is an important caveat. We also
find that the partition of energy between orbital and spin modes
is dependent on both φ and the presence of geometric friction.
Together, these findings demonstrate the importance of the specific type of driving to the mechanics of driven granular/active
systems, and highlights the role of geometric friction in the emergence of collective behavior.

2 Materials & Methods
2.1 Particle design
The experimental system is based on flat-bottomed disks (airfoils)
floating on an air table. The particles are 3D-printed pinwheels,
designed to draw air in through a central hole and out through
three channels, as shown in Fig. 1. Because the channels are directed at an angle relative to the radial direction, the exiting air
provides a torque on the particle, causing it to spin. In order to
maximize the torque and generate fast spinners, we conducted
tests systematically varying a single particle’s design parameters.
We found that an optimum shape for a particle with low mass
(low moment of inertia) was made possible by having a low number of wide channels, and an intake hole of comparable size to
the channel width. All particle design was done using SolidWorks
software; high resolution STL files of the particles are available in
the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI).
In the final design, the particles were printed on a Stratasys Objet 30 Scholar 3D-printer, with a main disk of diameter 15.5 mm,
and a central hole of diameter 5.6 mm. We vary the magnitude
of the interparticle interactions by adding five circular bumps to
the periphery, each of diameter 4 mm but with a variable amount
of protrusion (l = 0, 1, 2 or 3.25 mm) shown in Fig. 1a-d. This
results in a tunable amount of geometric friction between the particles 37 .
2.2 Air table setup
The particles levitate on an air table, which both eliminates basal
friction and supplies the required energy to spin the particles. The
table is designed to mimic commercial air-hockey tables, with the
top surface perforated with holes approximately 1 mm in diameter, in a square pattern with separation 3.5 mm between holes
(see Fig. 1f); like the particles, this surface is also 3D printed. The
circular arena in which the particles are confined has a diameter
of 150 mm.
Air is supplied to the air table surface as follows. Two buildingsupplied compressed air lines (0.6 MPa each) are connected to a
single manifold with four outlets using 8 mm pneumatic tubing.
The four outlets are connected to a 3D-printed plate sealed to a
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125 mm tube. Directly behind the plate, on the inside of the tube,
a stainless steel wire sponge homogenizes the air flow. A subsequent adapter widens the tube from 125 to 150 mm. The air table
surface is placed on top of the tube and the connection is sealed
using Parafilm. Additional details are available elsewhere 38 .
Leveling of the table is crucial, because the particles would otherwise experience a gravitational field. After initial leveling with
a high resolution bubble level, we check that the table is level by
recording a video with approximately 10 particles from which we
obtain the particle positions (see §2.3), and compute a 2D histogram of these positions. We level the table via its adjustable
feet until this 2D histogram is symmetric around the center of the
arena.
2.3 Imaging and particle tracking
We track particle positions and orientations from above using a
Canon EOS 70D DSLR camera in video mode, at a frame rate of
50 Hz. We illuminate the experiment using a high powered LED
lamp. Since the finish of the 3D-printed materials is glossy, we
place polarizers in front of the lamp as well as the camera lens,
to block reflections from the particles or air table. In each experiment, we image the particles for a total of 104 frames, corresponding to 200 seconds. To obtain contrast with the table surface, we
mark the center of each particle with a black marker, and one of
the 3 air channels with a red marker (see Fig. 1ef). We locate
the particles by finding the center of mass of each black dot, and
measure each particle’s orientation using the four-quadrant inverse tangent of the relative position of the black and red marks.
In contrast to typical particle tracking applications (e.g. microscopy on colloidal systems), we have selected number of particles N in each dataset. Therefore, our particle-locating scripts are
designed to locate exactly N particles in each frame. To find the
trajectories of the particles we use tracking algorithms initially
developed by D. Grier, J. Crocker and E. Weeks, adapted to MATLAB and made available online by D. Blair and E. Dufresne 39 .
When the maximum distance traveled per frame is set to a sufficiently small number, we successfully obtain exactly N trajectories. The orientation of each particle is specified in the range
−π < θ ≤ π, and therefore a time-series θ (t) for a freely-spinning
particle is discontinuous at each ±2π jump. We resolve this issue
by adding (or subtracting) 2π when the sign of the orientation
angle changes from positive to negative (or negative to positive)
values, so that θ (t) is a continuous function.
2.4 Particle characterization
We characterize the particles by determining their weight, moment of inertia, and driving torque. Since the torque depends on
the air flow of the air table and thus on the air pressure from the
building’s outlets, we perform all experiments in quick succession
to avoid a possible dependence on fluctuations in pressure. We
measure the torque T of the particles by measuring the angular
acceleration θ̈ of a particle after a collision. As shown in Fig 2,
plots of θ (t) are initially quadratic, and we fit the data with a
purely quadratic function to obtain θ̈ . We calculate the torque
from T = I θ̈ , with I the moment of inertia about the z-axis (the
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Fig. 2 Time-series of the orientation θ (t) of a l = 2 mm particle after
a collision with the wall. The solid line represents a quadratic fit, from
which we obtain the torque. Inset shows the same data relative to its
initial orientation at θ0 = θ (t0 ), plotted on logarithmic axes to illustrate the
purely quadratic nature of θ (t).

symmetry axis of the particle). Ultimately, an isolated particle
reaches a terminal spin rate due to drag.
Rather than measure I directly, we instead use the value provided by the SolidWorks design software. Due to small imperfections in the 3D-printing process, we find that the real mass m
differs from the predicted value ms , by approximately 10%. To
correct I for this difference, we multiply the SolidWorks-provided
value by the ratio of m/ms . The particles have masses m ranging from 0.34 to 0.40 g, while their corrected moment of inertia
ranges 10.4 to 14.4 g·mm2 . We find the torque T of the particles
to be approximately 5.5 × 10−8 Nm.

3 Results & discussion
3.1 Phenomenology
We perform experiments by varying the number of particles N
placed within an arena of fixed area Aa . This is conveniently
characterized the packing fraction φ = NA p /Aa , where A p is the
cross-sectional area of single particle (including the bumps). We
increase N in steps of single particles from N = 2 up to N = 5, and
steps of two or more particles from N = 5 until the collection of
particles start to slow down again due to crowding. Movies of
these dynamics are available in the ESI. In this work, we focus on
symmetry reversal at low to intermediate φ ; we leave the slowdown of dynamics at high φ for future work. At a critical φ (which
likely depends on the bump size), these systems will eventually
jam completely.
From the particle positions and orientations, we calculate both
their translational velocity ~v and their spinning rate ω ≡ θ̇ . We
measure (~v, ω) from the difference in particle (positions, orientations) between consecutive frames. We have verified that our
main results do not depend significantly on the time step chosen;
changing the time step from 1 to 8 frames yields similar results.
At very low packing fraction φ , we observe that although the
particles’ own spin direction is counter-clockwise (CCW), their
average orbital motion is instead in a clockwise (CW) direction
with respect to the center of the arena, as illustrated in Fig. 3a.
1–9 | 3
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Fig. 3 Representative data showing the onset of collective behavior,
for CCW-spinning particles with l = 2 mm. (a-c) Vector fields showing
the average translational velocity ~v for (a) N = 2 (φ = 0.025), (b) N = 7
(φc = 0.088), and (c) N = 45 (φ = 0.564) particles in the circular arena. All
vectors in (a,b,c) are drawn using the same scale on the same grid, and
represent the Eulerian velocity field (not the velocity of individual particles). The orbit reverses from CW at low φ to CCW at high φ , and (b) is
selected to be at φc . (d) Average orbital velocity v|| for individual particles,
binned by their radial position r, for N = 2 ( ), N = 7 (), and N = 45
(4) particles. Solid lines represent v|| = Ω̄r calculated for the ensemble.
(e) Average particle spin rate ω for individual particles, binned by their
radial position r and using the same symbols as in (d). Movies of these
dynamics are available in the ESI.

In contrast, for high φ , the average orbital motion becomes CCW,
as shown in panel (c). Between these two cases, we observe a
critical value φc at which the orbital motion of the particles is on
average zero, shown in panel (b). Due to the circular geometry,
it is helpful to consider the orbital (azimuthal) velocity component of these vector fields, denoted by v|| . As can be seen in panel
(d), v|| switches from negative (CW) to positive (CCW) as a function of φ . For other values of bump size l, the value of φc shifts,
but the same phenomenology occurs. Thus, we also find collective behavior in systems of bump-less disks, in contrast to the
findings presented by Farhadi et al. 36 A possible explanation for
this difference is that translation appears to play a bigger role in
our system; we find that in dilute systems the ratio of rotational
and translational energy is of order 10 (see Section 3.3), whereas
Farhadi et al. report values of order 103 . We observe that particles
occasionally get a random "kick" from the air flow field, an effect
that can easily be observed at low φ (Movies of these dynamics are available in the ESI). This increased translation leads to
more collisions in which the rotational and translational degrees
of freedom are coupled through friction.
We define the average orbital rotation rate of our collective material as
v||,i
1
it
(1)
Ω̄ = h ∑
N
ri
where the summation is over N particles labeled with the index
i, v||,i is the orbital velocity component of the i-th particle, and
4|
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Fig. 4 Probability density function (PDF) of the spin rate ω for particles
with l = 2 mm, for six representative values of φ . Filled symbols represent
the mean ω̄. For better visibility, the curves are shifted vertically. Inset
shows the PDF of negative ω without vertical shift. The probability of
negative ω decreases with φ .

ri is its radial position. The final average is over all times. Each
solid line in Fig. 3d represents v|| = Ω̄r, with Ω̄ determining the
slope of the line. The linearity of the local v|| (symbols), particularly at high φ , indicates that a symmetry-reversal transition
induces a state of (on average) solid-body rotation. Solid-body
rotation has been observed previously in self-propelled particle
systems 40,41 , where particles were shown to organize in a rotating lattice. However, in our experiments, the particles do not form
a rotating lattice (their relative positions are not fixed), and have
enough freedom to spin individually.
As shown in Fig. 3e, the average spin rate ω of individual particles is independent of their position within the arena, but strongly
dependent on φ . We observe that ω decreases with φ , which we
interpret as arising because the time between collisions decreases
at larger φ . This provides less time for the particles to accelerate
to high ω between collisions.
There are a few caveats about data-collection at low φ . In this
regime, we occasionally observe ω values large enough that they
are difficult to quantify given the frame rate of the camera. Because these instances are rare, they only marginally affect quantities such as the mean rotational kinetic energy of the particles.
For bump-less particles (l = 0 mm) at φ < 0.16, there is an instability in which all particles quickly find a steady state in which they
simply orbit at the boundary of the arena. In this state, v|| = const.
and they have no interactions or collisions with each other. We
have therefore excluded these datasets from our analysis.
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Fig. 5 (a) Probability density function (PDF) of the speeds vx ( ) and vy () for particles with l = 2 mm, for six different packing fractions. Dashed
lines represent Gaussian fits. For better visibility, the curves are shifted vertically. (b) Probability density function (PDF) of the speed v for particles with
l = 2 mm, for six different packing fractions. Solid lines represent a fit using Eq. 2, dashed lines represent predictions obtained by extracting kTeff from
the Gaussian fits of the PDF of vx , see panel (a). For better visibility, the curves are shifted vertically. Legend in (b) applies to both panels.

3.2 Speed distributions
We first consider the distribution of measured values of the spin
rate ω. The spin direction is, on average, in the CCW direction
due to the chirality of the particle-design, but through collisions
particles can spin in either direction. As shown in Fig. 4, this leads
the probability density function (PDF) P(ω) to be asymmetric. We
observe that the mean spin rate ω̄, shown by the filled symbols,
depends strongly on φ and remains positive due to the continual
torque provided by the air channels. There is a trend in the shapes
of these distributions from broad and high-valued at low φ to
narrow and small-valued at high φ . This arises because, at lower
φ , there is a longer time between collisions, leaving time for the
particles to accelerate to high ω and less chance of a collision
causing a reversal of spin direction.
Importantly, negative ω values are observed at all φ , with the
probability decaying roughly exponentially away from the peak of
the distribution (see inset Fig. 4). The φ -dependence of this probability can be qualitatively explained by considering two particles
(i, j) engaged a head-on collision. If the two particles are spinning
in the same direction, at the point of contact the edges/bumps are
moving in opposite directions. For ωi > ω j , particle j receives an
impulse that reverses its spin direction. Since at low φ , much
higher ω can be achieved, the difference between the spinning
rates of the two colliding particles may be larger, leading to increased probability of large negative ω (see inset Fig. 4). Note
that at low φ , ω may take on values as high as 50 rad/s, which
suggests our frame rate of 50 frames per second may be only
marginally sufficient. However, as stated above, the probability of
finding these high ω is low so that measures such as the particlescale rotational (spin) kinetic energy do not depend much on the
frame rate.

Throughout the observed dynamics, energy is injected at the
particle-scale; as the particles undergo collisions, this angular momentum is converted to translational momentum. Representative
PDFs of the (x,y) velocity components vx and vy are plotted in
Fig. 5a for bump size l = 2 mm. Note that at high φ , the PDFs
of vx and vy are slightly different, likely due to a small tilt of the
air table. Each curve is fit to a Gaussian distribution, shown as
a solid line. While for high φ , the observed distributions fall off
faster than a Gaussian, the agreement is good for low to intermediate values of φ . This agreement contrasts with the behavior
reported for granular gases driven from the boundaries, where
distributions fall off more slowly than Gaussian. 21,29–35
We can understand this difference by considering that the active spinners, unlike traditional granular gases, have a randomized, particle-scale origin to their translational velocities. This
process appears to generate conditions more akin to the molecular chaos necessary to generate a Gaussian distribution. For an
ideal gas in thermodynamic equilibrium,
the probability of findq
ing a particle at a speed v ≡

v2x + v2y is given by the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution, which in two dimensions is


mv
mv2
P(v) =
exp −
kT
2kT

(2)

where m is the mass of the particle, k is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the temperature. Our system differs from an ideal gas
in several important ways: collisions are dissipative, the system
is not in equilibrium (only steady-state), and the particles display
collective motion.
Nonetheless, we find that the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
is able to capture the main features of our observed distributions,
1–9 | 5
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Fig. 6 (a) Thermal-like energy kTeff obtained from fits to the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution (Eq. 2), as a function of packing fraction φ . Inset
shows the mean translational energy per particle Ētr /N as a function of
φ . Data points at very low φ (where Ētr /N > 1 × 10−6 J and the MaxwellBoltzmann fit is poor) are not shown. (b) Ratio of kTeff and Ētr /N, as a
function of φ . Legend in (b) applies to all panels.

particularly at intermediate φ . As can be seen in Fig. 5b, the data
at six representative values of φ (all with bump size l = 2 mm)
can be fit by Eq. 2, shown with solid lines. At low φ , the quality
of the fit may be influenced by insufficient collisions to generate
a mixing of energy between degrees of freedom, and at high φ
caging effects 42 may similarly disrupt the exploration of phase
space at high value of v. Note that we can also obtain an effective
thermal energy kTeff from the Gaussian fits of Fig. 5a; these values
of kTeff are very similar to those found by fitting Eq. 2, and thus
predict P(v) well (see dashed lines in Fig. 5b).
In order to deepen the analogy between the thermal-like kTeff
parameter (obtained from fits to Eq. 2), and the average kinetic
energy, we examine how they vary with l and φ . Each dataset
for which the data was well-captured by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution (e.g. the middle 4 of the 6 datasets in Fig. 5b), is
examined in Fig. 6. In panel (a), we observe that the fit value
of kTeff is an approximately parabolic function of φ , and that this
function is independent of bump size. The exception is at high φ
for l = 0 mm, where there is a sudden jump to a lower, constant
value above φ ≈ 0.42.
In a thermal system, the value of kTeff would be determined by
the average translational kinetic energy of the particles in the system, because both vx and vy add 21 kT . We measure the average total translational kinetic energy Ētr in the system by summing 12 mv2
over all N particles, and doing an ensemble average in time. The
inset to panel (a) plots Ētr on a per-particle basis, and it displays
a similar trend to kTeff . A direct comparison is shown in panel
(b), where the ratio NkTeff /Ētr = 1 corresponds to thermal-like
behavior. We find approximately agreement over a wide range
of φ values. For φ . 0.3, the ratio is slightly less than 1 because
the Maxwell-Boltzmann fits underestimate the probability of high
speeds. At higher φ , the fits overestimate the probability of high
speeds (see φ = 0.464 in Fig. 5b), which causes the ratio to go up.
3.3 Partition of energy
Continuing the analogy to thermal systems, we also consider the
rotational degrees of freedom for each particle, measured from
their spinning dynamics. As done for the translational kinetic
6|
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Fig. 7 Mean translational energy Ētr , rotational energy Ēspin and total
energy Ētot per particle as a function of the packing fraction φ for (a)
l = 0 mm, (b) l = 1 mm, (c) l = 2 mm, and (d) l = 3.25 mm. Legend
in (a) applies to all panels. Note that the maximum packing fraction we
can achieve depends on l, due to the additional space occupied by the
bumps.

energy, we measure the average total rotational (spin) kinetic
energy Ēspin by summing 12 Iω 2 over all N particles, and doing
an ensemble average in time. This gives a total kinetic energy
Ētot = Ētr + Ēspin . Because the bumps hinder the spinning dynamics of the particles, but also provide a mechanism for momentum
transfer, we expect that the partition of energy will depend on the
bump size l.
In Fig. 7, we plot Ētr , Ēspin and Ētot , on a per-particle basis, as
a function of φ , for all four bump sizes (the four panels). For all
four values of l, Ēspin /N decreases approximately exponentially
with φ . This decrease arises because the time between collisions
decreases with φ , which prevents particles from accelerating to
high ω; the same effect was visible in Fig. 4.
For particles without bumps, Fig. 7a shows that Ētr /N is
roughly constant (with a small jump to lower energy at φ ≈ 0.42);
this is the same data that was shown in Fig. 6. At all values of
φ , Ētr /N is considerably smaller than Ēspin /N, due to a lack of
strong collisional transfer of momentum between the degrees of
freedom. As a result, Ētot ≈ Ēspin and also decreases roughly exponentially with φ , on a per-particle basis.
A very different behavior is observed for particles with bumps
(Fig. 7b-d). In all three cases, Ētr /N starts to exceed Ēspin /N at
intermediate φ . For these systems, the total energy per particle
becomes fairly constant for φ & 0.3. Interestingly, for larger bump
sizes at high φ (Fig. 7c+d), a small increase in Ētot /N can even
be observed. This represents a strong collective effect: adding
a particle to the system gives all individual particles more en-
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Fig. 8 (a) Mean orbital velocity of the ensemble Ω̄ as a function of reduced packing fraction φ − φc for the four different particles used. Same
symbols as in Fig. 6. Inset shows that for φ > φc , Ω̄ ∝ (φ − φc )0.6 (solid
line). (b) Packing fraction at which Ω̄ ≈ 0 for each bump size l. Error bars
denote ±1 particle. (c) Mean energy stored in swarming motion Ēswarm
as a function of φ − φc . Same symbols as in Fig. 6. Inset shows the same
data as a function of φ . (d) Drawing of the experiments with an inner
boundary. The outside diameter of the inner boundary is 80 mm while
the bumps have the same size and spacing as particles with l = 2 mm.

ergy, despite an increase in the frequency of dissipative collisions.
Although Ērot still decreases here, Ētr rises more rapidly, which
could be explained by the increased number of collisions allowing for a more effective coupling of rotational and translational
degrees of freedom. Another phenomenon that may contribute
to the rise of Ētot is that the air flow resistance of the porous table surface may increase as φ is increased, leading to higher flow
air flow rates through the particles and hence more torque. This
effect is expected to be most noticeable for particles with large
bumps, as a bigger fraction of their area "blocks" the pores of the
air table.
3.4 Collective behavior and symmetry-reversal
To study the collective behavior arising through symmetryreversal, we examine the average orbital rotation rate of the ensemble, Ω̄, calculated using Eq. 1. As shown in Fig. 8a, Ω̄(φ − φc )
is a universal function, independent of l. As such, the transition
depicted schematically in Fig. 3 occurs identically for all four different particle types. At low φ , Ω̄ is negative (CW), but switches
to positive values (CCW) as φ is increased. Although this effect
is universal, the critical packing fraction φc at which the transition occurs depends on the bump size l; values are given in
Fig. 8b. The larger the frictional coupling, the lower the critical value of φ . This observation highlights the importance of the
coupling between rotational and translational degrees of freedom

Fig. 9 Ratio of the energy stored in swarming motion Ēswarm to the mean
particle-scale rotational energy Ēspin , as a function of φ − φc .

in the collective motion of these materials, which is governed by
the interparticle interactions. Note that particles without bumps,
although lacking geometric friction, still have ordinary frictional
interactions. Hence, even for these systems, the rotational and
translational degrees of freedom are coupled. It is noteworthy
that Farhadi et al. 36 find a transition point in the velocity distributions of bump-less particles at a similar packing fraction (φ ≈ 0.2).
The swarm-like collective motion shown in Fig. 3 can additionally be characterized by the mean kinetic energy associated with
that motion. We compute a quantity Ēswarm by summing 12 mv2||
over all N particles, and doing an ensemble average in time. Recall that v|| is the orbital (azimuthal) velocity of each particle,
relative to the center of the arena. Since Eswarm ∝ v2|| , Eswarm is
positive for both CW and CCW motion and a minimum is expected where v|| has low absolute values. Although at φc there
is no net orbital motion (∑ v|| ≈ 0), individual particles may still
have a small, finite absolute v|| . Therefore, the minimum of Ēswarm
does not necessarily coincide with φc , which is indeed not the
case (Fig. 8c and inset). Rather, much like kTeff and Ētr , Ēswarm is
roughly universal function of φ . This can be understood by recalling that Eswarm = 21 mv2|| is a component of Etr = 12 mv2 , since v|| is a
component of v. Thus, like kTeff and Ētr , at large φ , Ēswarm is lower
for the particles without bumps (l = 0 mm), again reflecting these
particles’ inefficiency at transferring momentum between degrees
of freedom.
In a system where individual particles do not spin, but the collection of particles orbits around a common axis, Ēspin would be
zero and Ēswarm maximized. Therefore, the ratio of Ēswarm to Ēspin
is an order parameter describing the collective behavior in the
system. As shown in Fig. 9, for all particle types, Ēspin dominates
at low to intermediate φ , and this ratio is therefore less than 1.
For particles with bumps, the ratio Ēswarm /Ēspin rapidly increases
to well above unity as φ is increased: this indicates that collective
motion dominates over individual particle spin. For the largest
bumps, the collective effect above φc is observed to be largest. For
particles without bumps, Ēswarm /Ēspin < 1 for all φ . Thus, in the
absence of sufficient geometric friction, the individual contributes
little to the collective.
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3.5 Understanding the transition
We have identified that frictional interactions between particles
govern the transition from CW-individual to CCW-collective motions that was illustrated in Fig. 3. Because there are boundaries
to the arena, two parameters are changing as φ is increased: the
frequency of particle-particle collisions (increasing), and the relative importance of particle-boundary collisions (decreasing). At
low values of φ , most collisions are with the outer wall, and as
the particles spin CCW around their own axis, this tends to give
the particles momentum in the CW direction (negative Ω̄).
Therefore, we test the hypothesis that the transition occurs because particles close to the center of the arena act like an inner
boundary for the particles further out. We conduct tests using an
artificial inner boundary of diameter 80 mm, either with or without bumps mimicking a group of l = 2 mm particles. Two particles
with l = 2 mm are placed within this annular arena, as shown in
Fig. 8d. For three different cases – no inner boundary, smooth
inner boundary, rough inner boundary – we compute the mean
orbital velocity v̄|| .
For the case without an inner boundary (circular arena), the
particles have only the outer boundary to collide with and we
observe CW motion with v̄|| ≈ 6 cm/s. For the case with a smooth
inner boundary, nearly symmetric collisions occur with either the
inner or outer boundaries; this results in v̄|| ≈ 0. For the case
with a rough inner boundary, the transfer of rotational energy to
translational energy is more effective at the inner boundary than
at the outer boundary due to the geometric friction provided by
the bumps; this results in CCW motion v̄|| ≈ 2 cm/s, breaking
the symmetry in the opposite direction compared to the circular
arena.
These same principles are at work in the main observation of
symmetry-reversal from CW to CCW motion in a circular arena.
As φ increases, the particles nearer the center start to act as an
object which provides a source of momentum transfer for the particles further out. This changes the direction of the collective motion from a mis-match with the particle-scale spin to one that
matches (CCW). The effectiveness of this mechanism depends on
the bump size l, explaining the decreasing φc (l) trend shown in
Fig. 8b.

4 Conclusion
We experimentally study a granular gas composed of actively
spinning disks, made rough using bumps. We observe interesting collective behavior, characterized by a transition of clockwise
to counter-clockwise orbit of the particles with respect to center of
the arena, at a critical volume fraction φc . By driving the particles
through their rotational degree of freedom, we obtain a material that is in many ways like an ideal gas, with Gaussian PDFs
for the velocity components vx and vy and a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of speeds. However, in contrast to gases, energy is
not equally partitioned across the translational and rotational degrees of freedom, and we show that the partitioning depends on
the geometric friction that the particles experience through their
bumps. We demonstrate that the swarming of our materials is
governed by this geometric friction, as φc depends strongly on the
bump size, as does the ratio of energy stored in swarming motion
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and individual spinning. Finally, we show that the direction of
the swarming motion can be tuned by adjusting the boundaries
of the material. Our findings demonstrate that the type of driving
plays a crucial role in the statistical mechanics of granular gases,
and highlights geometric friction as an important control parameter for the design of active materials with tunable mechanical
properties.
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A swarm of active-spinner particles display a reversal of their swarming
direction as their packing density is increased, an effect that can be
enhanced by adding geometric friction between the particles.
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